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				Nutrena feeds the moments that matter. 			

							
				Because that’s what really counts.
			

							
									Learn More
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																	Care and Feed Innovators Since 1921															

												
							From the beginning, our Nutrena scientists set out to understand exactly how good nutrition works.						
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																	Balanced Nutrition															

												
							We focus on providing precisely balanced, consistent nutrients in every bag to bring out the best in your animal, at any age or activity level.						
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																	National Research Partners															

												
							Our staff includes more than 90 Ph.D.-level scientists who perform research in two innovation centers and 16 application centers, and in participation with universities and partners across the nation.						
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									Products

													Discover the power of Nutrena products, 
meticulously crafted to nourish and support the 
health of your beloved animals.

							

			
				Our extensive range of high-quality feeds, supplements, and care solutions are designed to optimize their well-being and unlock their full potential.

Nutrena offers trusted and scientifically formulated products that provide the nutrition and support they need for a vibrant and thriving life. Elevate their nutrition, enhance their performance, and give them the best with Nutrena.
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									Enter to Win $1,000 Worth of Nutrena Feed

													Snap a photo of your animal with their favorite bag of Nutrena and submit it with your product review for a chance to win!
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					Species Education
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																			Horses
																	

														Our horse feeds are formulated to deliver nutrition and energy for every horse at any age or activity level.

															Learn More
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																			Poultry
																	

														Our poultry feeds offer the nutrients every flock needs to thrive, produce high-quality eggs, and lead the healthiest lives possible.

															Learn More
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																			Pet
																	

														Our pet foods keep your furry friends by your side with high-quality, balanced nutrition they can count on, no matter the breed or age.

															Learn More
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									The Nutrena Blog

													Your go to destination for insightful 
articles, expert advice, and valuable 
information on animal nutrition and care.

							

			
				Dive into a wealth of educational content, covering a wide range of topics including horse health, poultry management, livestock nutrition, and pet care. Stay up to date with the latest trends, tips, and advancements in animal wellness, as our blog serves as a trusted resource to help you make informed decisions and provide the best care for your cherished animals.
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																			SafeChoice Horse Feeds
																	

														Delivering controlled starch and nutritionally balanced formulas that help your horse get more out of every bite.

															Learn More
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																			NatureWise Natural Poultry Feeds
																	

														Natural ingredients full of nutrients your birds need.

															Learn More
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																			Loyall Life Super Premium Pet Foods
																	

														With wholesome nutrition plus high-quality protein as the first ingredient, Loyall Life Super Premium Pet Food accommodates diets for dogs and cats of various ages and breeds.

															Learn More
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													We believe animals change lives. We want to help.

							

			
				That’s why we created Feed It Forward™, our giving program to help organizations that share our belief in the life-changing bond between animals and people.
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        [image: Here at Nutrena, we love your animals as much as you do! Meet our Nutrena employees that work tirelessly behind the scenes to feed the moments that matter between you and your animals.   Holly is an Equine Techincal Lead and has been working for Nutrena for 15 years. She has her PhD in Animal Nutrition and is a Professoinal Animal Scientist. Holly and her family own American Quarter Horses that they show, as well as Ponies of the Americas, commercial Boer goats, Dorper sheep, a mini pig, and a small flock of chickens. They also have a barn cat and 3 dogs - a lab, a mini schnauzer, and a jack russell terrier. Spending time with her family around animals is what really counts for Holly. She and her family are all working together in the barn every night and most weekends they are showing at least one species. Her and her husband grew up in 4-H and showing horses, and they wanted the same life for their girls.]
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        [image: We're loving the Feed More Giveaway entries we've received so far - almost as much as Dancer loves ProForce Fuel! Do you want to be one of three lucky winners to receive $1,000 worth of Nutrena feed? Just snap a photo of your animals with a bag of Nutrena and submit it with your product review before April 30!  Visit the link in our bio to enter! . . .  Disclaimer: Photos and testimonials are from a self-reported customer testimonial and not from a controlled Nutrena trial. Some testimonials may have been collected from our incentivized sweepstake.]
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        [image: Snap. Submit. Share. That's all it takes to enter our $1,000 Feed More Giveaway! 1. Snap a photo of your animals with a bag of Nutrena 2. Submit it with your product review 3. Share it on social and tag Nutrena - you could be featured on our socials  Three lucky winners will receive $1,000 worth of Nutrena feed or pet food. Contest ends April 30th. Enter at the link in our bio]
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        [image: John Douch on #TeamNutrena shares his experience feeding SafeChoice Senior and SafeChoice All Life Stages to his tie down roping horses in the PRCA.  "Nutrena Feeds help my horses feel their best year round. The summer rodeo run can be hard on a horse, especially for a hard keeper type horse. Nutrena Feeds keeps my horses full, healthy, and having plenty of energy. "]
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        [image: We put our best in every product so you can enjoy the moments that matter with your animals. Because that's what really counts. See link in bio.]
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        [image: Treat your barn to whole horse nutrition when you sign up for the SafeChoice Nutrition Trial. Plus, save $25 off your first bag of SafeChoice. See link in bio.]
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        [image: Jon Remsay on #TeamNutrena shares his experience feeding SafeChoice and Empower to his Arabian, Morgan, and Saddlebred horses.  "We enjoy the Nutrena brand and the multiple lines of feed available for our horses. SafeChoice provides a low sugar and starch feed that keeps our horses healthy. If the horses need additional support, there are grain toppers like Empower that provide the extra nutrition they need."]
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        [image: Here at Nutrena, we love animals as much as you do! Meet our Nutrena employees that work tirelessly behind the scenes to feed the moments that matter between you and your animals.   Amanda is an Account Rep, has a PAS certification and has been working for Nutrena for 6 years. She has horses, a donkey, a dog, a cat and chickens that she cares for at home. Spending moments with her animals are what matter most - her animals are a part of her family. Her daughter loves to help care for the animals too!]
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							Our Other Brands
					ProElite Horse Feed
	Black Gold Pet Food
	Sportsman’s Choice Game Feed
	Sunglo Show Feed

					

		
							Sign up for Email
										
					Stay up-to-date with the newest products and special offers.				

										Subscribe Now
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